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AeroCat Cycling Team Crushes Competition at Ohio Triple Weekend
GRANDVIEW, OH (June 25-27, 2010) – AeroCat LLC, an Indiana based high performance bicycle
manufacturer, is pleased to share the success of the AeroCat Cycling Team this past weekend at the
Ohio Triple Weekend races. The series kicked off on Friday with the debut of the Madeira Criterium
course, which featured two hairpin turns and a railroad crossing. Emile Abraham was AeroCat’s top
performer with a 3rd place finish and teammate Juan Pablo Dotti finished just behind (4th). Diego Garavito
collected two primes and placed eleventh and Andrew Crater finished nineteenth to round out the
AeroCat riders.
Climbing up from his fourth place finish on Friday, Dotti took the top spot in Saturday’s Hyde Park
Blast Criterium after narrowly avoiding a crash in the last hundred meters that took Abraham to the
ground. Crater and Garavito notched 4th and 10th places respectively.
Proving that one win for the weekend was not enough for team AeroCat, Crater claimed a victory
in Sunday’s Tour de Grandview Criterium after out-sprinting Panther rider Daniel Campbell. The two had
maintained a two-man break for the last several laps before Crater was able to win the race at which he
had placed second in 2009. Dotti grabbed the fifth place podium position and Abraham managed to place
eighteenth of thirty-five of the original eighty-one riders who were able to finish the race despite his
previous day’s wreck.
By the end of the series, Dotti accumulated enough points to be named the overall point category
champion and Crater joined him on the podium with his second place overall point category finish.
The AeroCat Cycling Team will return to action together to compete in Superweek, a Chicagoland
series extending from July 9th-25th.

Pictured: Andrew Crater (center) and Juan Pablo Dotti (far right) pose on the podium after the Tour de Grandview Criterium on
Sunday, June 27.

About AeroCat, LLC:
AeroCat, LLC is headquartered in Portland, Indiana, USA and is a manufacturer of high performance
bicycle products. The company is committed to designing and building the finest performing bicycles for
riders of all abilities and budgets. For more information visit the company’s website at
www.aerocatbike.com or contact Dave Poole at 260-703-8001 or email dave.poole@aerocatbike.com.

